Paris Agreement(COP21)is toward climate hell !!!
2015/12/15
Turning this is the deadly climate fact declaring by global scientists.
(2015/12/13←11/13 is the Paris Attack which banned climate action in Paris streets！）

COP meeting has been being nonsense at all due to absent of the deadly climate
fact.Policy makers has been excluding climate scientists who know the fact,and entirely
pushing responsibility with each others between advanced nations and advancing
nations for long years and making specious agreements which is without salvation.
In the beginning must be the deadly climate fact at now,however which has been ignoring
since COP’s beginning,thereby,it is entirely impossible to establish salvation regime by
COP.Therefore,above all,at first,we need the climate fact confirmation in global.
By the fact,necessary cilmate policy could be determined at once !!!!!.Those are ..
Ⅰ:Urgent more than 80%CO2 cut in global policy.
Ⅱ:Urgent implementing of Arctic Cooling Technology to stop Methane Extinction.
All is determined from fact with logic,which are nothing but excluding fake and sham.
(1)James Hansen, father of climate change awareness, calls Paris talks 'a fraud'
The former NASA scientist criticizes the talks, intended to reach a new global deal on cutting
carbon emissions beyond 2020, as ‘action, not just promises’
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/12/james-hansen-climate-change-paris-talk
s-fraud

(2)Following left graph is also a sham !!!,while right one is ......!!!.
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/12/12/3731236/paris-deal-fossil-fuels/
Vertical axis is not temperature,but CO2 gas emission amount/year.

(3)Nothing,but only Declaration of the Deadly Climate Fact

by Climate Scientists Chorus could urgently convert
the World Business s usual into Climate Wartime Regime !.
⒜Once climate fact had become clear,climate policy could determined at once !!.

FACT-1:
To turn down temperature need more than 80%CO2 cut.
Temperature rise hereafter must be minimized to secure climate stability.

FACT-2:
Already Arctic ice vanishing have become positive feedback process !!.Which could not
be Intercepted by natural,but only by man-made Arctic Cooling Technology.
*positive feedback:Ice vanishing increase Arctic heat input mouth in the ocean.Sun heat input
into the ocean surface increase sea water temperature,which accelerate more ice melting.
⒝It is very cure that COP session has been being without scientists.Only by Policy makers

(they are delegated from business as usual societies and may be deceived in actual
climate fact),they always had been putting responsibility with each others between
advanced nations and advancing nations for long years and making specious
agreements which is without salvation ability at all.
⒞Now very lucky to us all,there emerged strong reliable engineer ensemble who declare

possibility of 100% renewable energy !!.
https://www.popularresistance.org/cop21-technology-for-100-renewable-energy-future-alre
ady-in-place/
And also fossil fuel can be converted to liquid H2 by easy way !!.
http://www.hrein.jp/english/about%20organic%20hydride/0902%20about%20organic%20hy
dride.pdf

⑷Urgent Test Implementing of Arctic Cooling Technology !!!.
Now author has been trying to call for urgent Test Implementing of Arctic Cooling
Technology(=ACT) for many relative researchers and institutions.
However at now,nothing good results are gotten.Thereby he ask also you to try.
The difficulty(nothing support) is due to apathy in Governments !!!.
Maybe there is rare person who could admit possibility ACT, even who may know Arctic
Methane Extinction Risk.Thereby,also for this problem,pushing government by scientists
chorus is decisive !!!.

⑸Conclusion at here:
Whoever tell whatever,from beginning to end,the decisive main leading factor is nothing,
but climate fact,as for which, climate scientists had known it best by anyone else.
Thereby we should have been encouraging them !!!.
Related Topic:
Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reac
tion.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution
-Reaction.pdf
APPENDIX:Author will urge France government to held urgent re-conference.

Urgent Helding another COP21 combined Science and Civil Society Site
again to Declare the Deadly Climate Fact !!!.
Then note

declaring the deadly climate fact could determine climate policy at once!!.
As for those who know the deadly climate fact,COP has been absurd enough toward global
suicide.Since the global emperor(prosperity obsessioner at now,but also unconscious or
conscious suicide wisher at last climate catastrophic stage)hate fact tellers.Most global
people might be the same due to the deceptions.Maybe the main cite participants don’t
know(or silent)absolute necessity of 80%CO2 cut to turn down into stable temperature
and deadly Methane Extinction Risk. For long years,COP debates has been putting
responsibility one another to avert fact. As is such confused situation,we could not be
saved.This is COP’s absurd reality since the start.Now time left for salvation has become
less,so the government are to be death penalty final commander to humanity. With rational
judgment,France government had better admit the deadly facts that also author points out.
(1)This portion shall be real mailed directly to the government.
(2)Pre meeting for preparing main cession.
(3)Climate Fact Declaration toward the world
by scientists and civil society in main cession.
→declaring the deadly climate fact could determine climate policy at once!!.

